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By Ellen Crosby

ibooks. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Chardonnay Charade, the, Ellen Crosby,
Mixing fine wine and murder produces "another hit" "(Kirkus Reviews)" in Ellen Crosby's second
mystery as Virginia vineyard owner Lucie Montgomery discovers that uncovering a killer can bring
a harvest of dilemma and danger. Lucie Montgomery thinks she has troubles enough with a freak
spring frost that is threatening to kill her tender young Chardonnay grapes, but when the body of
Georgia Greenwood, a controversial political candidate, is found lying in her vineyard, the situation
becomes complex indeed. Suspicion immediately falls on Georgia's husband, Ross Greenwood, who
is not just Lucie's doctor but also a close friend. Determined to prove Ross's innocence, Lucie crosses
swords with her attractive but cantankerous winemaker, Quinn Santori. Then a second vineyard-
related death drives the tension even higher. Lucie still believes that in "vino veritas" -- in wine there
is truth -- but she's starting to wonder if her own risk level is moving into the danger zone along
with this year's Chardonnay.
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Thorough information! Its this kind of very good read. It is writter in basic words and not hard to understand. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you question me).
-- Roel B og isich Sr .-- Roel B og isich Sr .

The book is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this
ebook to find out.
-- Dr . B la ir  Ma nn-- Dr . B la ir  Ma nn
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